
Smurfingly Insider Info
It’s no secret that there is a big screen version in the works
of the popular little blue 80’s tv characters known as The
Smurfs.  I haven’t heard much buzz about this, just enough to
know that it’s in development.  I  don’t know if it’s going to
be live action, CGI-enhanced, or 3D (though I would guess that
with  the growing popularity of 3D that this might not be a
bad idea).  I do know that the main roles are rumored to have
been cast, and this is the news that shocked me and prompted
this post – Quentin Tarantino as Brainy Smurf?!?  If this
movie  is  going  to  be  live  action,  this  is  going  to  be
interesting…  my money is going on Tarantino doing the voice-
over for the character, not actually being made up as Brainy
Smurf and doing the acting.  Although perhaps the actors will
film the movie and then be “drawn”  over, ala Avatar.  But
however they do it, I will surely be checking it out as I was
a huge fan of The Smurf’s cartoon in the 80’s – I even had a
Smurf’s record!  Who can forget the toothbrush song?!?  I
listened to this over and over as a kid and was pleased to
find it on youtube.  (I would like to apologize to my friend
Carol in advance – DO NOT click the video, Carol!)  Oh, and by
the way, they’ve slated Katy Perry as Smurfette, and Jonathan
Winters as Papa Smurf.  No word on Gargamel yet, although Neil
Patrick Harris apparently has a role as a “live” character who
helps the smurfs (Johan or Peewit?).  And Alan Cumming is
Gutsy Smurf – who the heck is Gutsy Smurf?  Is this going to
be a parody movie of the Smurfs, much like the Brady Bunch
movies (which actually did a great job of hilariously spoofing
the 70’s tv show)?  Staying tuned!
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